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Our Purpose:
Our Purpose is that all young people that engage with MYST get the help they need.

Our Object:
The object for which the Association is established is to provide aid and assistance to young
people in the Blue Mountains who are experiencing disadvantage including but not limited to:
(a) planning, promoting, implementing and evaluating long and short-term support programs
and services for disadvantaged young people;
(b) developing, facilitating and providing personalised programs and courses for the
disadvantaged young people needing the Association’s help;
(c) providing appropriate referrals to other appropriate service providers to help
disadvantaged young people;
(d) to act as trustee and to perform and discharge the duties and functions incidental thereto
where this is incidental or conducive to the attainment of these objects; and
(e) to do such things as are incidental or ancillary to the attainment of these objects, including
provision of information and resources for the disadvantaged young people.

Our Mission:
1. Young People are always the priority
2. As a team, we focus on our strengths
3. As a team, we practice self-care and maintain boundaries

Our Values:
1.Working together as a team
2.All roles at MYST are valued and everyone has a voice
3.MYST is a safe environment to respectfully challenge ideas/reflective practice
4.Transparency and honesty
5.Flexibility and autonomy
6.Building connections
7.Cooperative and collaborative
8.Supportive
9.Guidance
10.Being realistic about what we and what young people can achieve
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A message from the Chair
Andrew Francis:
Never before has MYST experienced a year like 2020, starting with Bushfires and Floods and
closing with the pandemic (COVID-19) and we have endured, thanks to the resilience of our people
working together to ensure that we continue to deliver on our promise to young people to support
them in getting the help that they need.
I think that Albert Bandura’s reflection, a pioneer of social cognitive theory, echo’s the path that we
have walked in 2020 and the strength of MYST; “In order to succeed, people need a sense of selfefficacy, to struggle together with resilience to meet the inevitable obstacles and inequities of life.”
In many organisations’ words like ‘innovation’, ‘teamwork’ and 'agility’ are buzz words that are put
on posters and talked about and yet not always seen in action. In 2020 these words epitomised
the way that the MYST team embraced the reality of the year and responded. In week 1 of the
pandemic lockdown these are some of the things that the MYST team implemented to ensure
continuity of our services to young people:
· Development of a digital program online and the sharing of a digital calendar to keep young
people connected,
· Establishing structured self-care and support processes, arising from an awareness of the
impact on mental health for young people and for our staff, ensuing from the immediate social
isolation and dislocation;
· Establishing new procedures, tools and ways of working as we moved from office to homebased working.
The changes that the team implemented around digital engagement and an increase in mental
health first aid / management, are opportunities that have been developed and enhanced arising
from all of the challenges experienced across the year. I want to thank the MYST team for the way
that they embraced the challenge of the year and supported each other, as they continue what
they do best, to ensure that all young people that contact MYST get the help they need. The year
was swamped by the pandemic and much will be written about this time in the months and years
to come, as we all navigate a new and different future. It is at times like this that organisations such
as MYST step forward to embrace this new reality. Finding our way in 2020 would have been
impossible were it not for the choices that we made and implemented in 2019. I want to thank
board members Marilyn Kenney, Stuart Miller (who are stepping down) and Joy Cusack for their
energy and dedication as we worked together with the MYST staff to refocus MYST on our 2020
journey.
MYST has also endured in 2020 due to the continued generosity of our donors and support of our
funding partners and the Mountains community. MYST signed a new 5-year funding agreement
with the Department of Communities and Justice, which is testament to the vitality of the
organisation. I would like to thank our staff and my fellow board members who continue to strive
for better outcomes for young people.
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A Message from the Manager
Kim Scanlon:
This was a very challenging year for all of us with bushfires
in Jan & Feb 2020, followed by floods which affected our
music room and then COVID-19 from March but I feel very
proud to say that the team stepped up big time and
showed their incredible flexibility and resilience in adapting
to a digital space over the period of a week, once we were
not able to continue our face to face. MYST was very quick
off the mark to develop a digital calendar of daily activities
to engage young people including Twitch gaming, Instagram
Live, Virtual Drop-In, Skribbl.io, Q&A with a local doctor,
Youtube Drops and more.
This incredible team showed versatility, creativity, resilience
and an absolute commitment to be there for young people.

The team also made and delivered hot meals to young people and their families every Friday night
throughout the pandemic and also dropped off Care Packs , Memory Boxes and craft activity kits to
engage and support young people. MYST did not see a drop in services or activities during COVID but infact we had an increase in referrals as young people grappled with the changes enforced on them. MYST
is lucky to have such an amazing team of youth workers, case managers and counsellors who always put
young people first. The team rose to every challenge, going above and beyond, delivering services beyond
the scope of our funding simply because it was necessary. We intensively supported a young couple
experiencing homelessness throughout the pandemic and the initiative shown by the team is simply
beyond incredible.
MYST was able to secure a 5 year contract with our funders, the Department of Communities & Justice
starting 1st July 2020. MYST was also able to gain support from the local community who rallied and
helped us to move our music room to a more flood secure space within the Youth Centre and a special
thanks to Stuart Cam from Future State Studios for this support. Willem Henrickson and Upper Blue
Mountains Sunrise Rotary Club were also generous with their support to ensure a music and recording
space is available for free for young musicians in the Blue Mountains.
The challenges remain as we have seen a 50% increase in complex mental health issues as young people
grapple with what the future holds for them and supporting the team to manage their own vicarious
trauma has ben a priority with increased clinical supervision, mental health supports such as RAW Mind
and regular increased internal supervision from our amazing team leaders.
I would also like to thank our Board of Directors for their incredible support through these challenging
times and welcome our new Board Members to the MYST family.
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What we do:
Youth Centres:
MYST has 2 dedicated Youth Centres located in Katoomba and Springwood providing a safe space
for young people to Drop-In and socialise with other young people, as well as connect with Youth
Workers.

Personal Development Programs:
MYST has developed Specific Personal development Programs which are delivered in all local
public schools across the Blue Mountains. These MYST programs include Stress-less, STEPS and
Step-Up. MYST also delivers sexual health programs and workers are trained to deliver evidencebased programs such as RAGE, Love Bites, Rock & Water and Teen Mental Health First Aid.

Case Management:
MYST provides Early Intervention case management for young people experiencing complex
issues. MYST also provides Working Development Orders to help young people reduce fine debt
with the State Debt Authority.

Adolescent & Family Counselling:
MYST provides free specialist counselling support to young people and their families. Our
Adolescent & Family Counselling Team bring additional skills in Art Therapy and Enneagram
expertise to help support young people and their families.

Outdoor Explore:
Based on Bush Adventure Therapy, this intensive, specialist program involves taking groups on 8
young people into a bush setting over an 8 week period, one day a week. Young people build
confidence, team building, work through emotional and psychological challenges while learning
how to canyon, abseil, kayak, mountain bike and hike.

Street Art Murals Australia:
MYST supports young Street Artists in the Blue Mountains to get employment doing their craft.
MYST is also invested in supporting the legitimising of this art form and supporting young people
to learn more about how to harness their creative energy in constructive ways. SAMA also
supports the ongoing curating of the Street Art Walk space in Waaratah St, Katoomba.
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Board of Directors
Andrew Francis
Chairperson

Ruth Goldsmith
Director

Joy Cusack
Director

Desmond Chin
Treasurer

A huge thanks to our exiting
members, Marilyn Kinney and
Stuart Miller for their contribution
to the Board over many years

Kim Scanlon has been a
Board member filling a casual
vacancy since Jan 2020 but
will step down at the AGM
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The MYST Team:
Executive Managers:
Manager:

Kim Scanlon

Financial Controller:

Marelize Donaldson

Team Leaders:
Maddy Forwood:

Senior Specialist Youth Worker

Amba Lewis-Rosman:

Adolescent & Family Counsellor/Art Therapist

Greg Watson:

Outdoor Explore Manager

Youth Workers:
Skye Flemming
Paige Thurlow -Want
Jim Wood
Justin Hopper

SAMA & OE
Coordinator:
Roman Hofmann

Early Intervention Case Managers:
Leah Hutton
Sara Dynes

Adolescent & Family
Counsellor/Enneagram
Facilitator:
Sue Huehn

Casuals:
Nikolai Byczkov
Giselle Griffiths
Jared Gynn
Lauren Wilson
Luke Robbins
Aiden Payer
Tahlia Nelson
Lauren Storaker
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Some Statistics:
THE IMPACT OF OUR SERVICE IN SUPPORTING
POSITIVE CHANGE IN YOUNG PEOPLE'S LIVES IS
CAPTURED USING A TOOL CALLED THE PERSONAL
WELLBEING INDEX.
100%

75%

INCREASED CONFIDENCE:
Percentage of young people receiving a
service who when surveyed say that they
feel more confident in their daily life
because of the help they received from
MYST

50%

25%
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75%

YOUNG PEOPLE GET THE HELP
THEY NEEDED:
Percentage of young people receiving a
service who when surveyed say they got the
help they needed at MYST.
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148

294

462

Young people were
supported by our
Adolescent & Family
counsellors

Young people attended
our face to face Drop-In
service

Young people were
supported through face
to face case
management and/or
individual support
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COVID-19 REPORT-DIGITAL SUPPORTS

13TH MARCH-31ST MAY 2020

March to May's

NUMBERS & STATISTICS FOR
DIGITAL ENGAGEMENT DURING
COVID LOCKDOWN
Betw een Mar c h 13th-May 31st, w e c eased r unni ng fac e

655

young people
engaged digitally

to fac e gr oup s and p ut together a d i gi tal c al end ar w hi c h
w as d i str i b uted for tni ghtl y. Dur i ng thi s p er i od w e r an
many events and these stati sti c s hi ghl i ght the up take:
Kat o o mba Yo u t h C en t r e:
9 i nstagr am p osts
1 " hi ghl i ght" r eel on i nstagr am
125 i nstagr am stor i es

307

digital

68 i nstagr am engagements

engagement

41 Fac eb ook p osts

opportunities

81 Fac eb ook engagements
5 Z oom engagements
31 Tex t engagements
9 Phone c al l engagements
Sen i o r Yo u t h Wo r k Spec i al i s t :
1 R esour c e d evel op ed
11 V i ew s on Q &A w i th Dr Mi r i am Sessi on 1 (C O V ID)
43 V i ew on Q &A w i th Dr Mi r i am Sessi on 2 (Sex ual
H eal th)
14 V i ew s on Instagr am L i ve A r t sessi on 1 w i th 6
engagements
6 V i ew s on Instagr am L i ve A r t sessi on 2 w i th 5
engagements
11 V i ew s on Youtub e V i d eo
30 engagements w i th Instagr am p osts
40 Fac eb ook engagements
28 Fac eb ook Posts
Spr i n gwo o d Yo u t h C en t r e
O nl i ne gami ng w i th c l i ents - 4 ti mes w i th 7 young p eop l e
Z oom Dr op In- 11 ti mes w i th 8 young p eop l e
4 Youtub e vi d eos
113 Youtub e V i ew s
15 young p eop l e over 10 ti mes food d r op off i n
l oc kd ow n
77 Fac eb ook p osts
15 young p eop l e engaged w i th fac eb ook
50 young p eop l e engaged vi a text
d ai l y p hone c al l engagements-56
9 Easter Pac k d r op offs

created created
On 13th March 2020 when we began lockdown, all
group sessions went straight to digital. A digital
calendar and COVID-19 Policy was created day 1 of
lockdown so engagement with young people
remained constant. Digital calendars were created
fortnightly until June 2020. Zoom licences and
Working From Home Agreements were created and
distributed by 23rd March. Face to face continued
with counselling and individual support adhering to
the new policies and procedures written by
management regarding food handling, handling
goods and shared spaces but these supports too
moved to digital on 30th March. On 2nd April a
Business Continuity Plan was created for DCJ and
management put in place RAW Mind Mental Health
supports for staff as well as increased clinical
supervision to help support the team with vicarious
trauma. On 22nd April all team members completed
Infection Control Training. On 17th May,
management developed a permission to travel letter
as there were 2 young people experiencing
homelessness and at high risk who we continued to
support face to face.
On 1st June, we started back with face to face
individual support and moved quickly to controlled
group work with 2 new COVIDSafe plans (for each
Centre) adhering to the 4sqm rule.
When we started back face to face we began noticing
significant increases in complex mental health issues
as a result of lockdown and COVID with young people
fearing for the future.

5 young p eop l e r ec ei ved homel ess sup p or t d ur i ng
l oc kd ow n
5 C ar e Pac ks d el i ver ed
1 Young Par enti ng gr oup zoom
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Music Space:
MYST identified anecdotally that there was a need for young people to have a space to rehearse and
record music, preferably with instruments available to use. This assertion was supported by the Stronger
Family Alliance survey of 2000 young people in local high schools that identified "a place to gather that is
our space" to be there number one priority, followed by "having the skills to support friends with mental
health issues".
MYST partnered with Project manager Willem
Hendrickson to create a music project with the
support of Blue Mountains City Council, Stuart Cam
from Future State Studios, Upper Mountains Sunrise
Rotary Club and Katoomba Music to upgrade a
space at Katoomba music Centre and provide an
opportunity for a local band to receive mentoring to
record and release a single at Junction 142, a local all
ages venue in Katoomba. The project was a huge
success and the band, Safire Palms are now about to
launch their first EP. Other bands and musicians
have been using the space and Katoomba music has
repaired some instruments for us at no cost.

Unfortunately the floods this year put a spanner
in the works but Stuart Cam from Future State
Studios stepped up and helped us raise the
funds to move the music space to an alternative
room at Katoomba Youth Centre. This project will
commence with the approval by Council of the
changes to the space.
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Outdoor Explore Program
Greg, Roman, Luke, Lauren W,
Lauren S, Nikolai, Skye & Paige
2019-2020 has been an interesting year. Terms 3 & 4 of 2019 were busy with 5
programs running in term 3 and 7 programs in term 4. We started 2020 with a bang
and had 6 programs running before COVID19 shut us down inmid March.

A Positive Outcome...
We have had some past clients that finished year 12 at the end
of 2019. These clients have reached out to us for help
navigating the next steps in their journey. The experience of
this program, based on bush adventure therapy as it builds
deep connections, trust and skills in young people.

Overcoming Challenges....
Time management has been the biggest challenge over the last 12 months.
With so many programs running it has become difficult to keep on top of
coordinating all the programs and staff. Having Roman come on board to
help with the admin and coordination has made my role much more
manageable.

Looking Forward...
I’m excited for the next 12
months as we grow the
Outdoor Explore program
and look at what we can
provide in a commercial
space in the Mountains and
great Sydney area.

Final Thoughts....

It has been a good year to examine our programs and make sure that we
are doing the best we can in the Bush Adventure Therapy industry.The
pandemic has given us a rare opportunity to focus on our policies &
procedures to ensure that we are up to date with "Best Practice"
and continue to strive for excellence with all that we do.We appreciate the
support of our local partners in the Outdoor Recreation industry especially
during these challenging times.

Quote from a parent:
"All I know is that my child always looks forward to Tuesdays...'Outdoor Explore' day. He academically keeps up with his peers but
it is initiatives like this that cement social interaction. and other worthy skills that are absolutely precious to us and is very
rewarding (which he needs and sometimes traditional school environment may lack emphasis). When I go to pick him up from
school on Outdoor Explore days, it's always a positive pick up. No bullying, no issues, just smiles and he cannot wait to disclose
the days activities. It is chalk and cheese compared to the other days of the week. Whatever you guys are doing, keep doing it! I
am a qualified counsellor (non practicing) and can see the good work you are all doing. It's an invaluable service you are
providing and you are hitting the mark perfectly. Thank you for all your hard work, this parent really appreciates it."
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Adolescent & Family Counselling
Amba & Sue:
It has been a challenging year, from adapting from the restructure, new reporting systems – DEX Data exchange and the COVID
19 pandemic. The counselling team has shown new growth and development around flexibility and autonomy within the
organisation. The collaborative and cohesive approach from all MYST employees has led to a successful outcome during this
past difficult year.

A Positive outcome...
A young person from counselling let us know
that they were successful in becoming a
Lorna Earl and William Woodberry Scholar
through Aurora Education Foundation.
Words from the young person:
"I would like to thank you and all the staff at
Mountains Youth Services Team for all your
support you have given to me to achieve my
HSC, overcome my anxiety and successfully
break the incredible barrier of getting into
Sydney Law School. Once again thank you for
all the work you do to support young people
go above and beyond the limitations of
anxiety and depression.”

Looking forward...

Overcoming Challenges...

Sue had the support of our volunteer Tim
Griffiths, this year, he advertised The
Enneagram Personality Type workshops
on Eventbrite and HSNet, as well as BM
Community Interagency eBulletin. This
was another technical learning curve that
will not only support Sue, but all of
us in the future.
·
Amba will continue to enhance her
leadership and managing skills with the
completion of Cert IV in Leadership and
Management course. Also extending her
therapy skills into being trained in a new
evidence base area of EFT- Emotional
Freedom Technique – Tapping, as in
merges quite will, for example with CBTCognitive Behavioural therapy and other
therapies for anxiety and trauma.

Through the COVID 19 pandemic, the importance of adapting to change and
providing best practice, with new online system to ensure privacy requirements
for clients, made it imperative to keep up training in the field of counselling for
online sessions/Telehealth through PACFA (Psychotherapist and Counselling
Federation of Australia) and PESI (Psychotherapy Australia). Sue continued
further training in Schema Therapy, which marries well with her past training
models and The Enneagram program Sue continues to improve for Young
People, parents and workers. Amba managing both her leadership role and own
client case load, which was highlighted with the COVID 19 pandemic, as pass
clients and paused clients reaching out for support, was challenging with time
management skills and role responsibilities.

Final Thoughts...
Both Amba and Sue are looking forward to a smoother journey for next year, as
most strategies and systems will be in place, such as DEX with only a few kinks to
address. These changes will ensure a consistency and more efficient future with
counselling with the same degree of professional care from the past. Focusing
on our core values of supporting young people and less on administration/system
training and implementing of new systems. A final thought from Aristotle.
“ The ideal men bears the accidents of life with dignity and grace, making the best
of circumstances.”
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Early Intervention Case Management
Leah & Sara:
This year marked the dissolution of the Glue partnership between MYST and Platform, which held changes in record
keeping. The challenge of the pandemic in particular impacted our service in terms of support and service delivery, but we
feel as though this allowed the space for workers to demonstrate skills and thinking outside the box that benefited our
clients and re-addressed how we can further support them in the future. This also has created a more cohesive and
connected MYST team.

A positive outcome...
A young person previously sought assistance with
homelessness and achieved finding
accommodation so ended service, during the
previous period of support the YP began caring
for young sibling as a kinship carer. This YP
sought support again this year as there was a
complaint made against the young person by
other family. Support was needed while the
young person was investigated – the young
person was cleared of any wrongdoing and
continues to care for her
young sibling.

Overcoming challenges...
At the beginning of this financial year, the shift from
an established data recording program with Glue
(CIMS) to
transitioning to DEX which is an ongoing process. A
continuing challenge is that of the COVID-19
Pandemic. We stopped doing face to face with our
clients, which for some of our clients put another
barrier in the way of accessing support. Now we
must continue to be mindful of the potentiality of
positive cases which impedes on some service
options such as providing transport.

Looking forward...
Leah is going on maternity leave, this position is being filled by one of
MYST’s social work students who is going to benefit significantly from
having experience in the field. Sara is also excited at the prospect of
starting her Cert IV in Training and Assessment which will benefit
MYST through the delivery of programs and client support. We are
also looking forward to utilising our newly refurbished spaces once
they’re all set up and ready for client use.

Client Feedback...
"I would highly recommend (MYST), yes, I was supplied so much support when I was under Myst. The help gave me a new
perspective on life. I second guess myself a lot but with what Myst has taught me, it has helped my confidence in my
abilities. I am really grateful for all the hard work supplied by the Myst team over the years. What she had taught me (in
Outdoor Explore) has helped me greatly in life. Through outreach (Outdoor Explore - sic) I was introduced to Leah, who
became a rock and mentor to me for now 7 years. In those 7 years I came to know Leah and she has always kept the
relationship at stable working friendship. It has been a rough 7 years helping me have ground to walk on again but I
wouldn't be here without Leahs devoted time and help. I find it hard to correlate the words of gratitude I have for Leah
and Myst, as my thanks is bountiful and endless." Young Person

Final thoughts...
This year has been full of great changes which we as workers have had to face in terms of personal and professional
challenges. We have endeavoured to support our clients to the best of our ability, even in great adversity and have
thankfully been supported ourselves to do so with the help, compassion, kindness and support of the MYST service and
management, which has been a supportive foundation in these tumultuous times so as workers we can best support
and meet the needs of our vulnerable clients.
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Springwood Youth Centre
Paige & Justin
This year has been like a community cyclone from bush fires to floods to Corona to amazing positive outcomes , we have
worked through every obstacle thrown at us we have put our hands together to join and push forward for our community
always being here to support and help the YP with their daily struggles and challenges supporting them to come out the
other end thriving.

A positive outcome....
This year saw a client who went through a lot of barriers in her
path from a possible criminal charge to being homeless,
disengaged from school and family, coming into dangerous
situations then back homeless living in a tent at the start of
winter. Over the year with many reports being made lots of
advocacy and collaboration with this client from us, services
started coming together to advocate for this young person and
collaborate together with the rewarding feeling of having this
young person have a safe place to live in, a warm bed and food,
access to a washing machine and all the facilities she needs to
be able to not worry about trying to find somewhere to go. To
also have the extra support wrapped around her and to start to
be able to focus on her goals and needs getting back into
school in the coming term.

Overcoming challenges....
Having a 15 year old client stuck in the situation of being homeless during a pandemic and struggling to find services to
assist us to support her due to her age and various funding and legal requirements and conditions of different services
which required us to go above and beyond our funding brief to help keep her safe. This situation caused immense
anxiety for the young person and the team as we navigated a pathway for her to safety. She is now safely supported in
housing so the story has a happy ending.

Looking forward...
Mental health month with the Skate comp and
Youth gig happening, working with clients to be
able to get to where they want to be in their life
supporting them in finding their strength within
them to move forward. Facilitating new programs
such as RAGE and the YMHFA.
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Katoomba Youth Centre
Skye & Justin
Katoomba youth centre and its clientele have experienced plenty of obstacles over the past twelve months. We have had
work placement students build rapport with clients and add value to the centre before leaving for their next step of their
career. We’ve endured lethal bushfires, destructive floods and of course the ill-famed pandemic. Despite this, as a
community, we overcome these circumstances and continue to move forward.

A positive outcome....
Mid last year we had a young person come in for their first time, they were encouraged by Amba - who they had just started
counselling with - to come check out the space. This young person was extremely timid and anxious about being in a new
space but worked up the courage to come anyway. She would mostly attend only on days that she had counselling, she
would sit quietly on the floor drawing in her notebook, not talking to anyone except for the rare occasion she would ask to
make a tea. Throughout the past twelve months we have truly seen her come out of her shell, you would not recognise her
as the same person who came in that first day. Over time she has brought in her friends, made new friends at the centre,
she will jump around and sing at the top of her lungs! It’s been so heartwarming to witness this beautiful transformation in
confidence.

Overcoming challenges....
Returning to face to face support with clients after having such a long and unexpected period of closure has been the biggest
challenge. On one hand we are being filled with hope, as we are able to offer more practical support for young people,
connecting with those who weren't able to access the internet or just didn’t benefit from the virtual side of support. On the
other hand, we’re seeing the detrimental effect of the past 5 months coming to light. Many young people's situations have only
grown more challenging and I’m sure the coming months will continue to reflect that.

Looking forward...
.Looking forward, I am most excited about the Teen
Mental Health First Aid facilitator training that is only
just around the corner, following that we will
*hopefully* be able to start offering the workshop to
schools and other services. I think it is so important
for young people to know the basics when assisting a
friend in need. I am eager for my opportunity to take
the lead with sourcing and organising when and
where we will be delivering this program.

Final Thoughts...
This year has been gruelling for everyone, the only way forward
is together.
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Outreach Worker
Jim
This year has been in two parts. First, as usual, a busy time with the constant needs from Young People, that we were able to
respond to in the best way we could by providing ongoing individual support as well as developing a cooking program and
working towards a solution around Young People hanging out in Katoomba Library precinct. Then the second part of the year
turned upside (like it did for everyone else) and we had to socially distance while trying to provide a service and learn new ways
to engage Young People through digital means along the way and stop providing some services temporarily.

A Positive Outcome...
We started a new group to respond to socially isolated Young Men but who also had reasonably stable accommodation
but were living on their own. They needed to be able to support themselves while working and/or studying. We were able
to fund a local caterer to co run the group with the young men to teach cooking skills and also to meet other Young Men.
We provided the opportunity to discuss how life was going for them while we all enjoyed eating what we had cooked.
Everyone learnt to cook 6 meals and also learn some tips on how to budget and produce nutritious food for minimal
cost. They also got to connect with two adult males and discuss making your way in the world.

Overcoming Challenges...
A major challenge involved supporting Young People at a time of increased
need due to the pandemic and its effects on society ,e.g. mental health,
employment etc. Also learning new ways to engage with Young People is
both challenging and rewarding. We continue to operate in a time of high
need from Young People with limited resources. Not being able to build on
the success of our cooking group was disappointing. We had hoped to run
another group and maybe invite some of the participants from the first
group to act in a mentoring type role. That was disappointing for us as well
as the young men.

Looking Forward...
Working with a committed team of Youth Workers that put the welfare of Young People as a priority is both supportive
and inspiring. As a colleague reminded me the other day it is a privilege to be invited into a Young Person's life and be
able to offer support. We also have begun some consultations with young people who regularly use the Katoomba
library (but were interrupted by Covid). This sometimes presents issues for other uses of the service. We have built a
good network with the library staff and hope to build on that to improve both relations between Young People and the
library and also provide some alternative recreation options.. Plus a Covid free world would be great.

Final Thoughts...
It has been a challenging time and the future, while unknown, looks like it could be even more demanding. So there will be no
shortage of need for our services and probably a real limit on what we are able to do but in the true spirit of Youth Work we
will continue to provide the best service possible and be very creative and responsive to the challenges ahead. Hopefully
we will be to pick up our Library planning and run some more cooking groups. I continue to hold out hope the in the many
changes Australian society has embraced in the last 8 months that Young People will figure predominantly everyone’s thinking
and planning.
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Senior Special Youth Worker
Maddy
A year of ongoing crisis, with our community experiencing months of bushfire threat and smoke, flooding, and now,
COVID19. Times of rest have been minimal, with an increase of crisis support needed plainly evidenced. It has been a hard
year on our community. MYST rose to the occasion, as it does, to ensure service provision for our young people, but
COVID19 has highlighted more than ever that there are groups of incredibly vulnerable young people without access to
resources and connection to the outside world, especially in times like these.

A Positive Outcome....
Parents are often left flummoxed and highly agitated by the bureaucratic churn of the system, with differing an repetitive
information and no real support systems to guide them through very difficult transition periods with their young people.
A few times this year I have been able to provide a level of support for parents, with great collaborative outcomes for the
young person involved, and a working relationship to meet outcomes for the young person.

Overcoming Challenges....
It would be remiss for us as a service and for the sector to not forward plan 18 months – 5 years, when we expect to
see critical emergence of mental health issues and great job uncertainty for young people due to COVID 19. This is
hard to do whilst still in the midst of a unfolding pandemic but forward thinking will allow for better prepared services
and opportunities for strengthened collaboration and networks.

Looking Forward....
I look forward to continue to bring frontline workers
together at the Blue Mountains youth interagency, a
network that is necessary for fruitful collaboration and
information sharing.

Final Thoughts....
The world may be a changed landscape, temporarily or
permanently, but MYST will continue to adapt and change
to best meet the needs of young people within the
community.
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Street Art Murals Australia
Roman
I started Coordinating SAMA this year and learning as much as possible. Organising the Street Art Walk and facing some
unexpected challenges such as an unauthorised mural that went up overnight and created some media sensation but I
had great support from our co-curators of the space at council and also great support from our Manager Kim Scanlon.
Kim's support has been really awesome!

A Positive Outcome..
I have spent time refining procedures and
putting in place systems to make things
more efficient, ie. Inquiries, quotes,
application processes etc. This has helped
a lot with our efficiency.

Overcoming Challenges...
Keeping everyone happy.
Providing transparency for the
Artist’s and Customers. Finding a
balance between urgent tasks and
less urgent ones.

Looking Forward...
I am looking forward to
everything!! Getting more
amazing murals painted for
Australia. Supporting Artist &
the Community. More School
Based Workshops & Cultural
Influence.

New Murals that went up in the Street Art Walk this year...

Artist: Ziller Creative, Mural went up 28.05.2020
Artist: Scott Nagy, Mural went up 25.1.2020

Artist: Michael Black, Mural went up 23.06.2020

Artist: Nastia Gladushenko, Mural
went up 21.07.2019

Artist: OtiH2, Mural went up 29.1.2020

Artist: Daniel Cydes. Mural went up 29.1.2020

Final Thoughts...
It would be great to create a base of artist that work within the Community on a range of different and diverse
projects that include building education and awareness around street art and its many possibilites
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One Young Person's Journey
This is the story of a young woman who through a series of circumstances and system failures from June 2019
to June 2020, became homeless and at great risk. Through the support of key workers at MYST, she found a
home and is rebuilding her life.
The young woman who initially attended our Drop-In service at a youth centre, started the financial year off with some
problems at home. She began to disengage from school and was evicted from the family home and entered the criminal
justice system. Her experiences with law enforcement system was incredibly traumatic. Her relationship with her family
suffered and she went to stay with a friend.
Her closest supportive relationship was with a MYST youth worker who accompanied her to court; advocated for her;
negotiated with her family and support network; and helped her to obtain appropriate ID to register with Centrelink and
obtain a Bank and Medicare card. Ongoing support from a MYST counsellor was also arranged.
Being a minor presented with many obstacles. She could not find accommodation in a refuge as placement at the refuge
was aimed at family restoration. As this was not possible or appropriate she could not access this important service. For a
time she was able to remain at her friends family home. The young person could not receive Centrelink payments due to
her age and resorted to going through garbage bins at school for food and engaging in risk taking behaviours to be able to
support herself. MYST provided practical supports including clothes to wear at court and obtaining brokerage from Marist
to purchase a replacement musical instrument so she could continue to explore her creativity.
As the increased risk to this young person became apparent, external services became involved and the youth worker
continued to support the young person, collaborating with different services, and advocating with Centrelink and others to
ensure that the young person could access her own Centrelink payments directly. This was a difficult process; but was
eventually successful and the young person began to have some autonomy over her finances.
The MYST youth worker developed a resume with the young person to enable her to look for a part time job and provided
her with a school bag with supplies to help her schooling.
After the Court matter was resolved, the temporary accommodation option broke down; and the young person was unable
to return to her family home; she became homeless and completely disengaged from school.
As the Refuge continued not to be an option due to the restoration conditions attached, the young person stayed at
various friends’ homes. Her MYST youth worker had given her the link2home number which would support her to find
accommodation if she had nowhere to go. The youth worker discovered that the young person was sleeping on the streets
on occasion. As a mandatory reporter the Youth Worker continued to make regular reports to the DCJ helpline and police s
they could do welfare checks. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic many services were in lockdown. MYST is not funded to
support homelessness but did support the young person during this time with blankets, food and showers. By this time
MYST youth worker was making daily reports of the young person’s unsafe living arrangements to the police and DCJ when
she was sleeping in the bush or the street.
The young person went through a series of unsafe accommodation options which resulted in a violent incident by another
resident of the home she was staying at. By this stage she felt completely disempowered and refused all offers of
accommodation, feeling like the conditions attached to housing were not allowing her the autonomy to feel safe and
maintain control over her life. She was sleeping in the bush.
Throughout this entire journey, she maintained a positive relationship with her MYST youth worker who both met her
mandatory obligations; but also supported the young person to be safe within her autonomous accommodation
choices by continuing to provide blankets, a tent, food and showers. A referral was made to Platform Youth Services for
clothes washing and any other support and the youth worker supported the young person to consider options for winter
approaching and help her develop a plan for the coming months.
The MYST youth worker who was liaising daily with the young person, attempted to connect her with many different
support services, but the young person was concerned about ‘losing control of her situation’ and refused most
of these options.
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Through the maintenance of the relationship with the young person, the MYST youth worker was able to support the
young person to re-engage with counselling and get a placement in a program called “A Place to Go” where she could
make decisions and sign forms for herself, which has resulted in stable housing.
She has since re-engaged with school; is starting to get back into her extra curricular activities in which she excels and is
completing her year 10 RoSA this year.
With the collaboration of services in the community with the support of food, essentials and advocacy and the consistent
support and creativity of her MYST youth worker, this young person has grown in strength and believes in herself again.
She is starting to thrive again and is using her new techniques in reflection and insight to think about her own values and
beliefs, and to plan her future.
To quote this young person:
“There is no point complaining about something if you have the potential to change it”
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We acknowledge the support of
our important Partnerships:
Blue Mountains Adventure Company
Youth Hope program-Wesley Mission-Outdoor Explore
Able2; including Outdoor Explore, HangOut & Autsim for Girls group
Planet Youth Australia-MYST is the main organiser with BM City Council
Blue Mountains City Council
Youth Mental Illness & Substance Abuse Intergency
Stronger Families Alliance
Bushfire Recovery & Resilience Interagency
Mission Australia-YESS Program
All local public High Schools including Springwood High, Katoomba
High, Winmalee High, Blaxland High & Blacktown Youth College, Lawson
Campus
PINK Mountains-support for LGBTIQ young people
Platform Youth Services
Youth Justice
NOFFS D & A
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Donations
Blue Mountains City Council donated $3000 to support young people with mobile data packs
($1,000), Care Packs ($1,000) & hot meals delivered in lockdown ($1,000)
Funds earmarked to complete our Music Recording Studio at Katoomba Youth
Centre which was delayed due to COVID-19:
Donations:
Stuart Cam donated $1,875
Benevity donated: $3640
Paul Sanwald donated $100
Doug Nelson donated $100
Funds used to pay a worker to support young people at Blacktown Youth College, Lawson
campus, (an alternative learning school for year 9 and 10 students only), with an Outdoor
Explore Program and a RAGE program for emotional regulation, as well as general weekly
support to build connection and relationship:
Links for Life donated $3000
David Taylor donated $1000
Alex Maitland donated $500
Matthew Macleau donated $500
Lucy Keady donated $500
Kyle McGarrigle donated $200
Anthea Hammon donated $100
Joy Cusack donated $50
"Local Bloke" donated $50
Blue Mountains Adventure Company donated $42.45
Michael Macken donated $30
Mark Hambley donated $25

Total Cash Donations: $14,712.45
In Kind Donations:
Blue Mountains Adventure Company: $2,980 in equipment use
Tony Glynn: free use of his proerty to store our Outdoor Explore equipment
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